025

025
.042

World Wide Web
Class here Internet viewed as an information storage and retrieval
system, Internet literacy; interdisciplinary works on World Wide Web
Class interdisciplinary works on Internet in 004.678
For specific aspects of World Wide Web, see the aspect, e.g.,
computer science aspects of World Wide Web 004.678
See Manual at 004.678 vs. 006.7, 025.042, 384.33

.06

Information storage and retrieval systems devoted to specific subjects
Class here bibliographies of web sites devoted to specific subjects,
documentation of specific subjects
See Manual at 005.7, 005.74 vs. 025.04, 025.06

>

026–027 Specific kinds of institutions
Class here specific libraries and archives and their collections; systems and
networks for specific kinds of institutions; comprehensive works on cultural
heritage institutions and their collections, on operations in specific kinds of
institutions
Class comprehensive works in 027. Class a specific operation in a specific kind
of institution with the operation, e.g., reference and information services in
college libraries 025.52777
For museums, see 069

026

Libraries and archives devoted to specific subjects
In this number and its subdivisions, libraries and archives are used to represent
libraries, archives, information centers, institutional repositories, media centers,
and their digital equivalents
Standard subdivisions are added for any or all topics in heading
Class here digital libraries devoted to specific subjects, digital archives devoted to
specific subjects; comprehensive works on special libraries
For special libraries not devoted to specific subjects, see the kind of library in
027.6, e.g., general museum libraries 027.68, general libraries in newspaper
offices 027.69
See Manual at 016 vs. 026, T1—07
.000 1

Philosophy and theory

.000 2

Miscellany

.000 285

Computer applications
Do not use for digital libraries or digital archives; class in 026

.000 3–.000 5

Standard subdivisions

1

026

Dewey Decimal Classification
.001–.999

026

Specific subjects
Add to base number 026 notation 001–999, e.g., physics archives 026.53,
medical libraries 026.61; then to the result add as follows:
01
Philosophy and theory
02
Miscellany
0285
Computer applications
Do not use for digital libraries or digital archives;
class in the number for library or archive without
adding notation 0285 from Table 1, e.g., digital
medical libraries 026.61
03–05 Standard subdivisions
06
Organizations
[068]
Management
Do not use; class in 025.19
07–09 Standard subdivisions

027

General libraries and archives
In this number and its subdivisions, libraries and archives are used to represent
libraries, archives, information centers, institutional repositories, media centers,
and their digital equivalents
Standard subdivisions are added for any or all topics in heading
Class here digital libraries, digital archives; comprehensive works on libraries and
archives devoted to special materials
For libraries and archives devoted to specific subjects, see 026

.001

Philosophy and theory

.002

Miscellany

.002 85

Computer applications
Do not use for digital libraries or digital archives; class in 027

.003–.005

Standard subdivisions

2

